
CL 98.03/198.03: GREEK FOLK DANCING SPRING 2018

Yassou! Greek Folk Dancing is an important, age-old tradition in 
Greece dating all the way back to the days of Plato and Aristotle. Over 
the years, many unique dances have formed in different regions of 
Greece to celebrate various occasions such as weddings, 
engagements, war/peace time, feast days, etc. - and each dance 
helps share the narrative of those who originally danced it and 
continue to dance it today.

In this Decal, we will be learning a new Greek dance every week to 
gain exposure to the breadth of styles from the different regions. We 
will also have some extra exposure to the culture and of course, the 
cuisine.

Class time will be mostly be spent dancing - so come relaxed and 
ready to laugh a LOT and have a great time.

Opa!

Instructors

Vasiliki Koutsoulis: Vkoutsoulis@berkeley.edu 

Maria Sooklaris: mariasooklaris@berkeley.edu 

George Makreas: gmakreas@berkeley.edu 

Location: TBA

Schedule: Wednesday 6-8 TBA

1/24 Introduction and Hassaposerviko 

 1/31 Kalamatiano and Variations 

2/7 Zonoradiko
2/14 Thracian
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2/21 Thracian (part 2)

2/28 Kritiko Syrto

3/7 Review
3/14 Quiz 1/ Ikariotiko
3/21 Pentozale
4/4 Hasapiko
4/11 Kotsari/ Pontic
4/18 Zorba/ Review
4/25 Quiz, Presentations, and GLENDI!!

Course Requirements: P/NP, 1 Unit

1. Attendance is crucial, as this is an active participation and 
performance based 
class. Therefore, no more than 3 absences will be allowed for 
a passing 
grade 

2. Group projects (see below) 

3. Quizzes- dance identification and background information 

Group Projects: Groups of 3-4 people give a 5-8 minute presentation 
to the class on anything related to any form of dance or pertinent to 
Greek culture. A list of the names of group members and the group 
topic must be turned in to the instructors for topic approval. Projects 
will be presented on November 30th.

Past group project examples: teach the class a Greek dance not 
covered by the class or dance from another culture, research the 
history of a region of Greece and it’s dances (e.g. Thrace, Epirus, 
Macedonia, Crete, etc.), present an aspect of Greek culture (e.g. food, 
holidays, etc.). Have fun and don’t be afraid to GET CREATIVE

Readings (we will provide printouts)
Petrides, Theodore and Elfeida. Folk Dances of the Greeks . New 
York, NY: Exposition Press,1961. Print.



Petrides, Ted. Greek Dances. Athens, Greece: Lycabettus Press, 
1975. Print.

Grading:

Students are graded on class attendance and participation, the group 
presentation, and the quizzes. In order to pass the class, students 
must:

a. Miss no more than 3 classes 

b. Earn passing grades on the quizzes and group projects 

Enrollment process:
Enrollment is first come first served 

Lower Division(98) CCN: TBA

Upper Division(198) CCN: TBA

Instructor of record meets regularly with facilitators to discuss class 
progress. Instructor of record is available directly to the students of the 
class through email and office hours.


